construction
Building value.
Katz, Sapper & Miller has worked side by side with construction companies for
decades. We know firsthand the risky nature of the business and its unique tax
issues. We are on the job, on-site, and in the office, always looking for ways
to help you cut costs and increase productivity. More importantly, we speak
your language. We understand the challenges you face every day and can
help find solutions that really work for you.
We have dedicated significant resources and have made a major
investment in people to serve your industry. Our professionals offer
both years of experience and continuing involvement in industry
and professional associations, such as the Construction Financial Management Association (CFMA) and the
Construction Industry CPAs/Consultants Association (CICPAC).
That kind of in-depth knowledge and experience means KSM offers a distinct edge to our construction clients by
helping avoid obstacles and meet the challenges of this industry more effectively.

OUR SERVICES INCLUDE:
Analysis of insurance coverage

Claims dispute resolution

Audit and financial assurance

Compensation analysis

Benchmarking

Contractual audits

Business consulting

Cost reduction

Business technology

Cost segregation

Buy/sell agreements

Equipment maintenance programs

Cash flow and WIP job cost
analysis

Estate and succession planning

Multistate contractor prequalification rules and compliance
Process reviews
Research tax credit studies
Strategic planning
Tax
Valuations

Mergers and acquisitions

In your business as in ours, service is everything. Through attention to detail and a focus on personal service,
KSM has built and maintained long-term relationships with the top construction companies in many different
building trades.
Our close and lasting associations with bonding agents, sureties, banks, and other financial institutions means
we have the right resources to easily maximize bonding capacity, structure credit lines and supplemental
data, create loan proposal packages, secure lines of credit, provide cash management, and obtain equipment
financing. This higher level of service allows us to accomplish vital tasks quicker and more efficiently,
encountering fewer problems along the way.
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